
10th May 2022 Ref# 001-001 

PUBLIC NOTICE  

WALPIRI TRIBE JURISDICTION 

The kumanjayi walker distinction 

Please be advised, Warlpiri tribe of central desert, 

maintains it’s own independent jurisdiction, 

From time immemorial.  

1. At no time has this Jurisdiction of the Warlpiri Tribe of Central Desert ever been surrendered.

2. Nor will it ever be surrendered.

3. We observe a ‘Do No Harm’ policy.  That being a basic foundation to maintaining safety and
harmony in community.  This is observed within our own jurisdiction, and when interacting with
other jurisdictions, and we expect the same standard to be returned to us by foreign
jurisdictions.

4. We of course acknowledge, that from time to time, events happen that disrupt that foundation.
Accordingly, via ancient tribal custom, we have long established methods to restore harmony
within our own tribal system.
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5. Therefore, all tribal matters will come under the tribal jurisdiction and long established methods
of remedy.

6. Interference of outside jurisdictions is not permitted, unless by invitation by Tribal Elders.

7. Northern Territory Corporate Government should not consider itself to have authority to
intervene in the private matters of Warlpiri Tribe.  Without knowledge of ancient tribal ways,
foreign intervention often exacerbates matters, and deepens divide between families seeking
remedy in tribal ways.

8. If a matter has a party involved from outside the Warlpiri Tribe, discussions with foreign
jurisdictions will commence accordingly.

9. Should any matters include parties from outside the Warlpiri Tribe, discussions will be held
accordingly between Warlpiri Tribal Elders and the relevant public servant employees of the
current corporate Federal Australian Government, and/or current corporate Northern Territory
government, with a view to bringing remedy as swiftly as possible to the matter.

10. Officers of the corporate governments, or parties of any foreign jurisdiction, interfering in
Warlpiri Tribe matters, are notified that no Corporate Immunity is recognised, and individuals
can and will be held personally responsible for their actions, of firstly trespass, and may
come before a tribal hearing, and can incur the outcomes of traditional tribal ways.

11. Therefore, please be advised, do not trespass into matters of customary Jukurrpa Law where
no jurisdiction exists, or you invoke this jurisdiction to process you accordingly.
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12. At no time, may a matter involving a Warlpiri Tribe individual come before an all colonial jury,
within the private colonial system of the private BAR Guild.

13. This is recognised as slavery, and will be administered accordingly before tribal ways to hold
accountable the perpetrators of such conduct.

14. From this date forward, any matters occurring, involving multiple jurisdictions, and thus
requiring a jury; will be based in a balanced representation from the Warlpiri Tribe and
parties from any other jurisdictions involved.

15. The matter will not be assumed to be processed via a Westminster model, regardless of a
balanced jury.

16. An all Colonial Jury, and the Westminster system to process Warlpiri Tribe matters is a failure
of jurisdiction and deems matters Null and Void, due to failure of lawful due process.

17. At no time should the corporate governments assume they have any jurisdiction, nor superior
jurisdiction, over any Warlpiri Tribe People.

18. We reserve the right to hold retrospective accountability of past failures in justice when Tribal
matters have come before Colonial Courts, including the wrongful incarceration of Warlpiri
Tribe members within the Colonial jurisdiction, past and present.

19. Currently, we are aware that the management and distribution of global resources is largely
enclosed within the private trusts of the private BAR Guild global systems of claim and
private jurisdiction. As this system exists without transparency to the general population, but
does effect the general population, there should be no disruption to any services provided at
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this time, to Warlpiri Tribe People. 

20. We reserve the right to request that maladministration of inherent right to resources is brought
up to appropriate standards, wherever deemed necessary.

21. Further communications, regarding the very important resource management of
Terra Australis, will be convened and tabled, based on developments resulting from the
conversations across multiple jurisdictions.

22. At no time is any harm permitted to come to Warlpiri Tribe People, from outside jurisdictions,
such as deprivation of resources, due to this communication.

23. The current alleged Custodians of resources, whether such title is held by honour or
dishonour, are held wholly responsible for ensuring resources are sufficiently distributed to
prevent Harm and Injury to all People of Planet Earth.

24. All Custodians of resources are held personally liable and accountable in preventing
Harm and Injury, via deprivation of resources, on our abundant Planet Earth.

25. If you wish to further discussions and understanding of how we may build a harmonious
future forward; across multiple jurisdictions, please contact the Warlpiri Tribe Elders
to make an appointment for discussion.

26. Do not assume you have the authority to proceed in resource management issues if you have
not embarked on dialogues with Warlpiri Tribe Elders, or other relevant Tribal Elders, as
determined by the location of your proposed project.
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27. Transactions, past and present, can be deemed Null and Void, for failure to address the
Rights of Provenance, that being, failing to seek permission for resource use by Tribal Elders
and Custodians of these lands.

28. Transactions previously embarked upon may have an assignment of past due royalties to
provenance parties: namely the Original Custodians of these lands, who have never ceded
sovereignty. 

29. You can find the public Gazette of this Notice here:
https://executiveorders.life/press-release-record/entry/4936/?gvid=2748

30. And you can find the writings of Grand Jury  7, defining jurisdictions, here:
https://executiveorders.life/seventh-australian-grand-jury-2022/

31. And Grand Jury 8 advancing that, here:
https://executiveorders.life/eighth-australian-grand-jury-2022/  

32. And Extraordinary Jury by First Nation here:
https://executiveorders.life/customary-lore-jury/ 

We thank you in advance for your acknowledgement of this standing in 
Warlpiri Tribe Jukurrpa Customary Lore/Law.  

Marntayalkunu 
Warlpiri Tribal Elder. 
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